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Let (X, H, +) be a real abstract Wiener space. The saddle point method is carried
out on X and an exact formula for deformation of contour integration, that is,
a formula transferring a Fourier type integral to a Fourier-Laplace one will be
concluded. As an application, an exponentially fast decay of stochastic oscillatory
integrals on X is studied.  1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Let (X, H, +) be an real abstract Wiener space; X is a real separable
Banach space, H is a real separable Hilbert space with norm & }&H ,
embedded in B densely and continuously, and + is a Gaussian measure on
X such that
|
X
e- &1 (x, l)+(dx)=e&&l&
2
H2 for any l # X*/H*=H,
where ( } , } ) denotes the standard pairing of X and its dual space X*, and
we have used the identification between H and H*.
In this paper the asymptotic behavior of a stochastic oscillatory integral
I(*)=|
X
e- &1 *q(x)(x) +(dx) as *  
will be investigated, where q,  # L1(X, R; +). Remembering what is implied
by the principle of stationary phase on finite dimensional Euclidean spaces
([2, 4]), we expect an infinite dimensional analogue of the principle to be
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an answer to such an asymptotic problem. More precisely, we expect that
I(*) behaves asymptotically like
:
a
e- &1 *q(a)e&&a&
2
H2(a)[det(I&2 - &1 *{2q(a))]&12,
where the summation is taken over all stationary points a (# the points
where the gradient of q vanishes) and {2q(a) is the Hessian of q at a. It
should be emphasized that the expression expected here is just a formal
semblance on X for the asymptotics on Rd, and one has to give meanings
to everything; indeed, one has to start from defining what are gradients and
Hessians. In [1, 5, 7], such asymptotic behaviors have been studied in the
case when q is quadratic and  is a nice functional (for example, a constant
function, a Fourier transform of a signed measure on H, and a multiple
Wiener integral). However, no general theory to carry out the method of
stationary phase for general q and  has been achieved yet.
In the finite dimensional case, two ways to show that the principle of
stationary phase holds are known [2, 4]; one is using the Morse lemma
and the other is, so called, the saddle point method. A key idea of the
saddle point method (the deformation of contour integration) is to turn
the Fourier type integrals into the Laplace ones by changing the path of
integration ([2]). In [6], the method was taken advantage of after
introducing a concept of analytic functions on X (for analytic functions, see
Section 1), and established was a stationary phase type estimation, which
indicates the main contribution to the asymptotic behaviour of I(*) with
analytic q and #1 comes from the stationary points. For the details,
see the remark after Theorem 1.2. Moreover a condition for I(*) with
analytic q and #1 to decay exponentially fast was given therein,
where we have said that J(*) decays exponentially fast (as *  ) if
lim inf*   log(&log( |J(*)| 7 1))log *>0, that is, |J(*)|Ce&C*
:
for
sufficiently large * for some C>0 and :>0.
In this paper, we shall carry out the program employed in [6] in more
detail to establish a formula describing explicitly the change from Fourier
integrals to Laplace ones, and apply it to improve the stationary phase
type estimation obtained in [6]. In fact, for analytic Wiener functionals
q, : X  R, we shall find Wiener functionals M[q]: X  [1, ), depending
only on q, and 9[q, ] # L2(X, C; +), doing only on q and , so to establish
an identity
|
X
e- &1 *q d+=|
X
e- &1 *qe&*[(&{q&
2
H 7 1)M[q]]9[q, ] d+
for any *>1. (0.1)
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Obviously a stationary phase type estimation
} |X e- &1 *q d+ }\|X 9(q, )2 d++
12
\|X e&2*[(&{q&
2
H 71)M[q]] d++
12
follows from this identity. For these results, see Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.9.
This estimation also implies a sufficient condition for an exponentially fast
decay of I(*) with general analytic q and . See Corollary 1.9.
Before closing this section, we shall make a remark on the exponentially
fast decay of I(*). From the point of view of infinite dimensional analysis,
this decay may be thought of as a partial answer to establishing the principle
of stationary phase on the infinite dimensional space X. In fact, if X is of
finite dimension, say d, then the principle tells us that I(*) decreases as fast
as at most *&d2. As will be seen in Appendix, [det2(I&2 - &1 *{2q(a))]&12
decays exponentially fast if the eigenvalues of {2q(a) does not decrease too
fast, where det2 denotes the regularized determinant whose magnitude
decays as fast as that of standard determinant det. Thus the exponential
decay of I(*) follows heuristically as a consequence of the principle of
stationary phase, and may be regarded as an evidence for the principle to
hold on X.
1. STATEMENTS OF RESULTS
To state our results, we review the definition and properties of analytic
functions on X, following [6, 7]. In the sequel, we shall also use ( } , } ) to
denote the inner product of H n, n=1, 2, ... . For a separable Hilbert
space E, let D, p(X; E) be the space of E-valued infinitely differentiable
functions with p th integrable derivatives of all orders in the sense of the
Malliavin calculus, where p # (1, ). For details, see [8]. Denote by
D, &(X; E) the intersection p # (1, ) D, p(X; E). For p # (1, ), we say
that q # D, &(X; R) is C|, p if
:

n=0
rn
n !
&{nq&L p(X, Hn; n)< for any r>0,
where {nq stands for the n th derivative of q in the sense of the Malliavin
calculus. A functional q is called analytic if it is C|, p for some p # (1, ).
It was seen in [6, 7] that if q is analytic, then there are q(n) # D, &(X; H n),
n=0, 1, ..., such that q=q(0), {nq=q (n) +-a.e., and
:

n=0
rn
n !
&q(n)(x)&Hn< and q(0)(x+h)= :

n=0
1
n !
(q (n)(x), h n)
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for any r>0, x # X, and h # H. In what follows, for the sake of simplicity,
we shall use q and {nq ’s to denote these q(n)’s. Hence we have that
:

n=0
rn
n !
&{nq(x)&Hn< and q(x+h)= :

n=0
1
n !
({nq(x), h n)
(1.1)
for every r>0, x # X, and h # H.
Writing X- &1 H for X_H and x+- &1 h for (x, h), due to (1.1),
we can prolong analytic functional q holomorphically to X- &1 H so
that
q(x+- &1 h)= :

n=0
- &1n
n !
({nq(x), h n) for any x # X, h # H.
In particular, for h+- &1 k # H C#H- &1 H, we have (cf. [6]) that
q(x+h+- &1 k)= :

n=0
1
n!
({nq(x), (h+- &1 k) n) for any x # X.
We are now ready to state our result.
Theorem 1.2. Let q,  # D, &(X, R) be analytic. Assume that q is not
a constant function and that there are =>0 and M # D, &(X, R) such that
M0[, =]12 # L1+(X, R; +), (1.3)
Me(1+M1[q, 1]) and exp _&{M&
2
H
M4
+
|{*{q|
M & # L0+(X, R; +),
(1.4)
where Mj[, =], j=0, 1, ... are the Wiener functionals defined by
Mj [q, r]= :

n= j
rn
n !
&{nq&2Hn , j=0, 1, 2, ... . (1.5)
Then there exists k0 # R such that, for each kk0 there is 9k # L2(X, C; +)
depending only on q, k, and , and satisfying that
|
X
e- &1 *q d+=|
X
exp _- &1 *q&* g1(&{q&
2
H)
27kM & 9k d+,
for any *>1, (1.6)
where g1 # C(R) satisfies that 0g11, g1(x)=x if x<12, and =1
if x>2.
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In particular, if kk0 then
} |X e- &1 *q d+ }\|X 9 2k d++
12
\|X exp _&*
&{q&2H 7 1
27kM & d++
12
for *>1. (1.7)
Remark 1.8. We shall make several remarks on the theorem.
(i) The exact form of 9k will be given in the proof of the theorem
(see (2.24)).
(ii) Noting that g(x)(x 7 1) is a C function, which is equal to 1
on [0, 12] _ [2, ), we observe that (1.6) states the same identity as
described in (0.1).
(iii) In [6], the following stationary phase type estimation was
established; for a suitable analytic function q there exists a constant C>0
such that
} |X e- &1 *q d+ }C \|X exp _&C*
&{q&4H 7 1
K & d++
12
for *1,
where K=1+M2[q, 1]+M0[{*{q, 1]. Compared with this, our stationary
phase type estimation (1.7) not only deals with general analytic , but also
the power of &{q&H in the exponent is sharpened from 4 to 2 (notice that
smaller power gives better estimation).
From Theorem 1.2, we see that
Corollary 1.9. Let q, , # D, &(X; R) be analytic. Assume that q is
not a constant function, (1.3) hold, and there is r>1 such that M1[q, r],
M1[{*{q, r] # L&(X, R; +), and exp[L1(r)L0(1)3] # L0+(X, R; +), where
Lj (r)=Mj+1[q, r]+(1+({*{q)2)12+Mj+1[{*{q, r], j=0, 1, ... . Then
(1.6) and (1.7) hold with M=eL0(1). If, in addition, there are :, ;>0 such
that exp[&{q&&:H +L0(1)
;] # L0+(X, R; +), then there exists a constant
C$>0 such that
} |X e- &1 *q d+ }C$ exp[&C$ |*| #] for any * # R,
where #=
:;
:+:;+2;
. (1.10)
Remark 1.11. (i) The exponent # is sharper than the one in [6,
Scholium 8.1].
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(ii) Let a>12 and [hn]n=1 be a CONS of H. Consider an analytic
functional
q(x)= :

n=1
1
na
((x, hn) 2&1).
By Lemma A.1 in Appendix, we have an asymptotic estimation as follows;
there exists a C>0 such that
} |X e- &1 *q d+ }exp[&C*1a] for every *>1.
We shall now see what follows from Corollary 1.9. It is straightforward
to see that exp[L0(1)] # L0+(X, R; +), because
L0(1)C$\1+ :

n=1
1
n2a
(x, hn) 2+|q(x)|+ for some C$0.
By Lemma A.1 again, we have that exp[&{q&&2(2a&1)] # L0+(X, R; +).
Then Corollary 1.9 with :=2(2a&1) and ;=1 implies a weaker estimation
that
} |X e- &1 *q d+ }exp[&C"*1(2a+1)] for every *>1
for some C">0. This is because Corollary 1.9 only uses the decay coming
from the Laplace term in the RHS of (1.6) and does not that from the
Fourier one.
2. PROOFS
We shall first give the proof of Theorem 1.2. The proof will proceed
along the line given in [6, Section 8], and be broken into several steps,
each step being a lemma. In what follows, q, , and M are assumed to
satisfy the conditions in Theorem 1.2. We set
Mk(x)=kM(x), k # N.
We start by a lemma on the non-triviality of analytic functions.
Lemma 2.1. Let u # D, &(X; R) be analytic. If u is not a constant
function, then +({u{0)=1. In particular,
{q{0 +-a.e. (2.2)
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Proof. We shall show that analytic u is a constant function if +({u=0)>0.
Hence set
A=[x # X: {u(x)=0],
and assume that +(A)>0. Fix l # X*"[0] and put l =l&l&H . Define a
projection ? by ?x=x&(x, l ) l , x # X, and set X0=?(X ). Decompose
then x # X as
x=x0+tl , where x0=?x # X0 and t # R.
Under this decomposition, + can be identified with the product measure
+0(dx0)
1
- 2?
e&t 22 dt, where +0=+ b ?&1.
Put
A(x0)=[t # R: x0+tl # A], x0 # X0
and
Al=[x0+tl # A: Leb(A(x0))>0],
where Leb denotes the Lebesgue measure on R. Obviously Al /A. Moreover,
by the Fubini theorem, we see that
+(A"Al)=0. (2.3)
Take x0+tl # Al . Since C % ‘ [ u(x0+‘l ) is homomorphic, so is
dd‘ u(x0+‘l ). Note that
d
d‘
u(x0+‘l )} ‘=s =({u(x0+sl ), l ) , s # R,
and see that
Leb {s # R: dd‘ u(x0+‘l )} ‘=s =0=>0.
We therefore have that dd‘ u(x0+‘l )#0 and hence that
u(x+l)=u(x) for any x # Al .
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Due to (2.3) and the continuity of the mapping H % h [ u(x+h) # R, we
can find a subset A /A such that
+(A"A )=0 and u(x+h)=u(x) for every x # A and h # H.
Since +(A)>0, the quasi-invariance of + then yields that u=constant. K
We next recall a lemma on functions of one complex variable in [6];
Lemma 2.4. Let 0<\1. Set B(r)=[z # C : |z|<r], r>0, and
1\=[ f: B(1)  B(1): holomorphic and f (0)=0, f $(0)=\].
Then each f # 1\ admits a holomorphic inverse function f &1: B(\224)
 B(\3), which is represented as
f &1(w)=
1
6? |
1
0
dt |
2?
0
ds
\we- &1 s
f (\3 e- &1 s)&tw
, w # B \\
2
24+ . (2.5)
Moreover, it holds that
| f (z)&‘|
\2
24
for any z # C with |z|=\3 and ‘ # B(\224). (2.6)
We now introduce a key lemma to use the deformation of contour
integration. It should be mentioned that the following f kx is different from
fx used in [6, Lemma 8.11].
Lemma 2.7. Define
f kx(‘)={
1
Mk(x) {q \x+‘
{q(x)
&{q(x)&H+&q(x)= , if {q(x){0
0, otherwise.
Then f kx # 1&{q(x)&Mk(x) for each x # X with {q(x){0.
Proof. If {q(x){0, then the analyticity of q implies that
f kx(‘)=
1
Mk(x) {&{q(x)&H ‘+ :

n=2
1
n ! \
‘
&{q(x)&H +
n
({nq(x), ({q(x)) n)= ,
(2.8)
from which the desired conclusion follows immediately. K
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Lemma 2.9. Fix g0 , g1 # C(R) so that
g0(x)={0, if x1,1, if x2, g1(x)={
x, if x12,
1, if x2,
and 0g0 , g1 , 0g$02, 0g$11 on [0, ). Set
b(x)=g1(&{q(x)&2H)
and
\a*, k(x)= g0(*
a &{q(x)&2H)( f
k
x)
&1 \- &1 b(x)27Mk(x)2 + ,
where a, *>0. Then \a*, k # D
, &(X; C).
Proof. Since |b(x)|&{q(x)&2H , we have that
}- &1 b(x)27Mk(x)2 }
1
24 \
&{q(x)&H
Mk(x) +
2
.
Apply then Lemma 2.4 to observe that
\a*, k(x)= g0(*
a &{q(x)&2H)
- &1
6?
b(x) &{q&H
Mk(x) |
1
0
dt |
2?
0
ds
e- &1 s
f ks, t(x)
, (2.10)
where
f ks, t(x)=27Mk(x)
2 f kx \&{q(x)&H3Mk(x) e- &1 s+&- &1 tb(x).
By (2.8), we have that
f ks, t(x)=9 &{q(x)&
2
H e
- &1 s
+9 :

n=2
e- &1 ns
n ! \
1
3Mk(x)+
n&1
({nq(x), ({q(x)) n)
&- &1 tb(x). (2.11)
Since &{nq&2Hn(n !k) M, it is then an easy matter to see that f
k
s, t #
D, &(X; C) and
sup
s, t # [0, 1]
& fs, k&Dm, p(X; C)<
for any m # N and p # (1, ).
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Moreover, by (2.6), it holds that
| f ks, t |27M
2
k
1
24 \
&{q&H
Mk +
2
&{q&2H . (2.12)
Hence, by virtue of the cut-off by g0(*a &{q&2H), we can easily see that
\a*, k # D
, &(X, C). K
In the remainder of this section, for the sake of simplicity, we shall use
Cj ’s to indicate constants which are independent of a, *, q, M, and k, and
shall not state this independence each time when Cj appears.
Lemma 2.13. For any *>0, a>0, and k # N, it holds that
|\a*, k |
&{q&H 7 1
3Mk
and &{\a*, k &HC1
&{Mk &H
M 2k
+C2 .
Furthermore, for *>1 the following convergences take place;
\a*, k  \k and {\
a
*, k/[&{q&2H>2*&a]  \
(1)
k +-a.e. as a  ,
where /A denotes the indicator function of the set A,
\k(x)=( f kx)
&1 \- &1 b(x)27Mk(x)2 + /[{q{0](x),
\ (1)k =
- &1
6?
b &{q&H
Mk
_{\&{MM +_
2g$1(&{q&2H)
b
+
1
&{q&2H& ({2q, {q V )+
_|
1
0
dt |
2?
0
ds
e- &1 s
f ks, t
&|
1
0
dt |
2?
0
ds
e- &1 s
( f ks, t)
2 {f
k
s, t= /[{q{0] ,
and f ks, t # D
, &(X; C) is given by (2.11).
Proof. The first estimation is an immediate consequence of (2.10)
and (2.12).
Since &{nq&Hn- n! M 12k , n=1, 2, ..., it holds that
&{(&{q&2H)&H2
32M 12k &{q&H ,
&{(({nq, ({q) n) )&H[- (n+1)! 2(n&1)2+n - n ! 212]
_Mn2 &{q&H , n2,
&{b&H232M 12k &{q&H .
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Hence we have that
&{f ks, t&H{30M 12k +C3+C4 &{Mk &HMk = &{q&H . (2.14)
It is also easily seen that
&{ &{q&H&H 212M 12k
and
&{g0(*a &{q&2H)&H2
52M 12k &{q&
&1
H on [{q{0].
Combining these with (2.10), (2.12) and (2.14), we obtain the second
estimation.
By virtue of Lemma 2.1, the convergence follows from (2.10). K
Lemma 2.15. Put
.a*, k=\
a
*, k
{q
&{q&H
.
Then .a*, k # D
, &(X; H C) and it holds that
&.a*, k&H
&{q&H 7 1
3Mk
, &{.a*, k &H2C5
&{Mk&H
M 2k
+C6 ,
|{*.a*, k |
|{*{q|
3Mk
+C7
&{Mk&H
M 2k
+C8 .
Moreover, for *>1, the following convergences take place;
.a*, k  .k , {.
a
*, k/[&{q&2H>2*&a]  .
(1)
k ,
and
{*.a*, k/[&{q&2H>2*&a]  .
(1 V )
k +-a.e. as a  ,
where
.k=\k
{q
&{q&H
. (1)k =\
(1)
k 
{q
&{q&H
+
\k
&{q&H {{2q&{q
({2q, {q *)
&{q&2H = ,
. (1V)k =
\k
&{q&H {{*{q+
({2q, {q{q)
&{q&2H =&\ (1)k ,
{q
&{q&H.
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In the above definition, it should be remembered that \k and \ (1)k contain
/[{q{0] as a factor, and hence .k , .
(1)
k , and .
(1*)
k are all well-defined.
Proof. Due to the cut-off by g0(*a &{q&2H), it holds that
{.a*, k={\
a
*, k 
{q
&{q&H
+\a*, k
{2q
&{q&H
&\a*, k{q
({2q, {q V )
&{q&3H
{*.a*, k=
\a*, k
&{q&H
{*{q&{\a*, k , {q&{q&H+\a*, k 
({2q, {q V )
&{q&3H
, {q.
Plug then Lemma 2.13 into these identities to obtain the desired estimation.
The convergences follow from these identities and Lemma 2.13. K
Lemma 2.16. (i) For any *>0, a>0, and k # N, it holds that
|det2(I+{.a*, k) e
&{*.a*, k&(.
a
*, k , .
a
*, k)2|C9 exp _C10 &{Mk &
2
H
M 4k
+
|{*{q|
3Mk &
(ii) There exists k1 # N such that the conditions in [6, Theorem 6.11]
are satisfied with u=exp[- &1 *q]  and .=.a*, k whenever kk1 .
Proof. The assertion (i) follows from Lemma 2.15 and the inequality
[3] that
|deg2(I+T )|e&T&
2
22,
where T: HC  HC is a HilbertSchmidt operator and &T&2 denotes its
HilbertSchmidt norm.
To see (ii), decompose \a*, k=\
a, 1
*, k+- &1 \a, 2*, k , \a, j*, k # D, &(X; R),
and set .a, j*, k=\
a, j
*, k({q&{q&H). Then .
a, j
*, k # D
, &(X; H) and
.a*, k=.
a, 1
*, k+- &1 .a, 2*, k .
The analyticity of q and  yields that the mapping
‘ [ u(x; ‘)#(exp[- &1 *q] )(x+.a, 1*, k(x)+‘.a, 2*, k(x))
is holomorphic on C. Thus the first condition in [6, Theorem 6.11] is
fulfilled.
It follows form (2.8) that, if {q(x){0 then
| f kx(‘)|
1
Mk(x)12
|‘| for |‘|1.
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By Lemma 2.13,
|\a, 1*, k+‘\
a, 2
*, k |2 |\
a
*, k |
1
Mk
for |‘|1.
Hence we have that
|q(x+.a, 1*, k+‘.
a, 2
*, k)&q(x)|1. (2.17)
Since &.a*, k&H1(3Mk)1(3ek), we see that
sup
|‘|<1
|(x+.a, 1*, k+‘.
a, 1
*, k)|e
12M0 _, \ 23ek+
2
&
12
.
In conjunction with (2.17), it then holds that
sup
|‘|<1
|u(x; ‘)|e*+(12)M0 _, \ 23ek+
2
&
12
. (2.18)
By the definition 8(., $) given in [6, Theorem 6.11],
8(.a*, k , 1)=&{*.
a, 1
*, k+&{.
a, 1
*, k &
2
H2+|(.
a, 1
*, k , .
a, 2
*, k) |
+2 |({.a, 1*, k , {.
a, 2
*, k) |+|{*.
a, 2
*, k |+
1
2&.
a, 2
*, k&
2
H+&{.
a, 2
*, k &
2
H2 .
Hence by Lemma 2.15,
|8(.a*, k , 1)|
2 |{*{q|
3Mk
+C11
&{Mk&2H
M 4k
+C12

2
3k
|{*{q|
M
+
C11
k2
&{M&2H
M 4
+C12 .
Combining this with Assumption (1.4) and (2.18), we can find a k2 # N
such that
[ sup
|‘|<1
|u(x; ‘)|] e8(.
a
*, k , 1) # L1(X, R; +) for any kk2 ,
which means that the condition (ii) in [6, Theorem 6.11] is satisfied by
these u and .a*, k if kk2 .
It also follows from Lemma 2.15 that, for any : # R with |:|<1,
|&{*.a, 1*, k&:{*.
a, 2
*, k+&{.a, 1*, k+:.a, 2*, k&2H |

2 |{*{q|
3Mk
+C13
&{M&2H
M 4k
+C14
2
3k
|{*{q|
M
+
C13
k2
&{M&2H
M 4
+C14
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which, by Assumption (1.4), implies the existence of k3 # N such that
e&{*.
a, 1
*, k&:{*.
a, 2
*, k+&{.
a, 1
*, k+:.
a, 2
*, k &
2
H # L2(X, R; +) for any kk3 .
Thus the conditions (i)(iii) in [6, Theorem 6.11] are fulfilled with .=.a*, k
for kk2 6 k3 . K
Lemma 2.19. The identity (1.6) and the estimation (1.7) hold.
Proof. Take k1 as stated in Lemma 2.16(ii). Recalling that M0[, r]
M0[, s] if rs, by virtue of Assumptions (1.3) and (1.4), we can choose
k0K1 so that if kk0 then
exp _C10 &{Mk &
2
H
M 4k
+
|{*{q|
3Mk & M0 _, \
2
3ke+
2
&
12
=exp _C10k2
&{M&2H
M 4
+
1
3k
|{*{q|
3M & M0 _, \
3
3ke+
2
&
12
# L1(X, R; +),
where C10 is the constant appeared in Lemma 2.16. Fix kk0 arbitrarily,
and let *>1 and a1.
Due to Lemma 2.16, we can apply [6, Theorem 6.11] to conclude that
|
X
e- &1 *q d+=|
X
F a*, k(V+.
a
*, k(V)) d+, (2.20)
where
F a*, k=e
- &1 *q(V+.a*, k(V)) det2(I+{.a*, k) e
&{.a*, k&12(.
a
*, k , .
a
*, k).
On [&{q&2H>2*&a], we have that
- &1 q(x+.a*, k(x))=- &1 q(x)&
b(x)
27Mk(x)
and hence that
F a*, k=exp _- &1 *q&* b27Mk& det2(I+{.a*, k) e&{*.
a
*, k&12(.
a
*, k , .
a
*, k).
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Therefore, by (2.2), Lemma 2.16, (2.17), and the dominated convergence
theorem, we obtain that, as a  ,
|
[&{q&2H>2*
&a]
F a*, k (V+.
a
*, k(V)) d+
 |
X
exp _- &1 *q&* b27Mk & (V+.k(V))
_det2(I+. (1)k ) e
&.k
(1 V)&12(.k , .k) d+. (2.21)
Since |\a*, k |(&{q&H 7 1)(3Mk), it holds that
|q(x+.a*, k(x))&q(x)| :

n=1
|\a*, k(x)|
n
n !
&{nq(x)&HnC15 &{q&2H .
Hence
|- &1 *q(x+.a*, k(x))&- &1 *q(x)|2C15 on [&{q&2H2*&a]
and then, by (2.2), Lemma 2.16 and (2.17),
} |[&{q&2H2*&a] F
a
*, k(V+.
a
*, k(V)) d+ }
C9 |
[&{q&2H2*
&a]
e2C15+(12)M0 _, \ 23ek+
2
&
12
8k d+  0
as a  , (2.22)
where
8k=exp _C10 &{MK&
2
H
M 4k
+
|{*{q|
3Mk & . (2.23)
Plugging (2.21) and (2.22) into (2.20), we obtain
|
X
e- &1 *q d+=|
X
exp _- &1 *q&* b27Mk&
_(V+.k(V)) det2(I+. (1)k ) e
&.k
(1 V)&12(.k, .k) d+,
which means that (1.6) holds with
9k=(V+.k(V)) det2(I+. (1)k ) e
&.k
(1 V)&12(.k, .k). (2.24)
Since b12(&{q&2H 7 1), applying the Schwartz inequality, we obtain
the desired estimation (1.7). K
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Proof of Corollary 1.9. Since &{[(1+({*{q)2)12]&H&{{*{q&H , as
an application of [6, Lemma 8.5], it can be seen that, for each r>1 there
is a Cr such that
&{L0(1)&HCrL0(1)12 L1(r)12.
Hence the condition (1.4) is satisfied with M=eL0(1). Noticing that 9k in
Theorem 1.2 is dominated by M0[, (2(3ke))2]12 8k , where 8k was given
in (2.23), and then applying Theorem 1.2 to q and &q, we arrive at an
inequality
} |X e- &1 *q d+ }C \|X exp _&C |*|
&{q&2H 7 1
L0(1) & d++
12
for * # R with |*|>1.
The rest of the proof can be seen in the exactly the same manner as in the
proof of [6, Scholium 8.1], and we omit it. K
APPENDIX
Throughout this section, we consider a symmetric HilbertSchmidt operator
A: H  H, which is expanded as A=n=1 anhn hn where [an]

n=1 /R
satisfies that n=1 a
2
n< and [hn]

n=1 is a CONS of H. For such an A,
a quadratic function QA and an H-valued stochastic extension Ax are
defined by
QA(x)= :

n=1
an[(x, hn) 2&1] and Ax= :

n=1
an(x, hn) hn .
We shall see the following estimations;
Lemma A.1. (i) Assume that there are a positive real number :>0 and
an increasing sequence [m(n)]/N such that
inf[n: |am(n) |: n # N]>0. (A.2)
Then there exist C1>0 and C2>0 such that
|
X
exp[&* &Ax&2H] +(dx)exp[&C1*1(2:)]
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and
} |X exp[- &1 *QA(x)] +(dx)}=|[det2(I&2 - &1 *A)]&12|
exp[&C2*1:]
for every *1.
(ii) Assume that (A.2) holds for some :>12. Then there are C3>0
and $>0 such that
+(&Ax&H<=)exp _&C3 1=2(2:&1)&
for any 0<=<$. In particular, exp[&Ax&&2(2:&1)H ] # L
0+(X, R; +).
(iii) Suppose that there is #>0 such that
:

n=1
|an | #<. (A.3)
Then there exists C4>0 such that
} |X e- &1 *QA d+ }=|det2(I&2 - &1 *A)|&12
exp[&C4 |*| #] for any * # R.
Proof. (i) Suppose that the sequence [an]n=1 /R satisfies (A.2). We
claim that there exists C5>0 such that
‘

n=1
1
1+za2n
exp[&C5z1(2:)] for any z1. (A.4)
To see this, since
‘

n=1
1
1+za2n
 ‘

n=1
1
1+za2m(n)
for z0,
without loss of generality, we may and will assume that
inf[n: |an |: n # N]>0.
Recall now that
log(1&t)&
tN
N
for any t # [0, 1), N # N,
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to have that
1
1+t
=1&
t
1+t
exp _ 1N \
t
1+t+
N
& for any t>0.
Choosing N # N and }1 so that 2:N>1 and infn # N n: |an |}, by a
straightforward computation, we see that
‘

n=1
1
1+za2n
exp _&z
N
N
:

n=1 \
1
(1an)2+z+
N
&
exp _& z
N
N}N |

1
dt
(t2:+(z}))N&
exp _&z
1(2:)
N |

1
ds
(s2:+1)N& for any z1,
which implies (A.4).
Due to the splitting property of +, we have that
|
X
exp[&z &Ax&2H] +(dx)={ ‘

n=1
1
1+2za2n=
12
.
and
|
X
exp[- &1 *QA] d+=[det2(I&2 - &1 *A)]&12
={ ‘

n=1
e&2 - &1 *an
1&2 - &1 *an=
12
. (A.5)
Since
} e
&2 - &1 *an
1&2 - &1 *an }
2
=
1
1+4*2a2n
, (A.6)
the assertion (i) follows from (A.4).
(ii) By virtue of the first part of the assertion (i), we have that
+(&Ax&H<=)exp[*=2] |
X
exp[&* &Ax&2H] +(dx)exp[*=2&C1*1(2:)]
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for *1. Choosing *>1 so that
*=2= 12 C*
1(2:),
we obtain the desired estimation.
(iii) Recall that, for each #>0, there exists C$#>0 such that
1+xexp[C$#x#] for every x>0,
and hence that
1+4*2a2nexp[C"# |*|
# |an | #], n # N,
where C"#=4#2C$#2 . Now the desired conclusion follows from (A.3), (A.5),
and (A.6). K
Example A.7. If there exist :>0 and C, C$>0 such that Cn&:|an |
C$n&: for any n # N, then, as an application of Lemma A.1, for each =>0,
we can find a C4, =>0 so that
exp[&C4, =*(1:)+=]|[det2(I&2 - &1 *A)]&12|exp[&C2 *(1:)]
for any *1.
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